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A major issue in harmonic analysis is to capture the phase dependence of frequency representations,
which carries important signal properties. It seems that convolutional neural networks have found a
way. Over time-series and images, convolutional networks often learn a first layer of filters which are
well localized in the frequency domain, with different phases. We show that a rectifier then acts as a
filter on the phase of the resulting coefficients. It computes signal descriptors which are local in space,
frequency and phase. The non-linear phase filter becomes a multiplicative operator over phase harmonics
computed with a Fourier transform along the phase. We prove that it defines a bi-Lipschitz and invertible
representation. The correlations of phase harmonics coefficients characterise coherent structures from
their phase dependence across frequencies. For wavelet filters, we show numerically that signals having
sparse wavelet coefficients can be recovered from few phase harmonic correlations, which provide a
compressive representation.
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1. Introduction
Convolutional neural networks capture highly complex properties of one, two and three-dimensional
signals, leading to remarkable applications for classification, regression and generation [LeCun et al.,
2015]. For image and time-series applications, the learned filters in the first layer are usually well localized both in space or time, and along frequencies, with different phases [Krizhevsky et al., 2012, Luo &
Mesgarani, 2018]. They resemble wavelets [Mallat, 2016]. These filters provide a representation of an
input signal x(u) which is local along u and along frequencies. However, rectifiers applied to first layer
convolutional network coefficients also perform a filtering along phases, which creates multiple harmonics. We show that rectified coefficients define a local space-frequency-phase representation where
local signal properties can be characterised by linear correlations across phases and frequencies.
c The author 2019. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Institute of Mathematics and its Applications. All rights reserved.
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The mathematical properties of rectifiers are more easily analyzed by extending first layer real network coefficients into complex values. This is done with a complex analytic extension of the network
filters. A central result shows that rectifiers act as a filter along the analytic phase. By applying a Fourier
transform along the phase, the phase filtering becomes a multiplicative operator over phase harmonics.
Phase harmonics can be interpreted as non-linear frequency transpositions. For appropriate network
filters, they define an invertible bi-Lipschitz signal representation. We shall study the particular case
where network filters are wavelets, and thus define a complete and stable multiscale representation.
A major issue in harmonic analysis is to capture the dependence of phases across frequencies,
which produce “coherent structures” such as isolated singularities. The phase is often considered as
an annoying variable which yields decorrelated coefficients at different frequencies because of cancellation effects. Moreover, the phase is unstable at locations the modulus vanishes. Most recent harmonic
analysis research has concentrated on the modulus of wavelet coefficients, which is sufficient to specify uniform or pointwise regularity of functions in Sobolev, Hölder or Besov spaces [Jaffard, 1991].
However, scrambling the phase by modifying the sign of wavelet coefficients in a basis destroys the
geometric structures of signals and images, which shows that phase dependencies are crucial. The
importance of the wavelet phase to capture coherent signal structures was emphasized by the pioneer
work in [Grossmann et al., 1989]. It was also shown that correlating the phase of wavelet coefficients
across frequencies improves the synthesis of image textures [Portilla & Simoncelli, 2000].
The main contribution of this paper is to define a stable local phase harmonic representation, where
phase dependencies can be captured by linear autocorrelation matrices. Section 4 analyzes their mathematical properties. The use of autocorrelation matrices over deep convolutional network coefficients
was introduced in [Gatys et al., 2015], to generate image textures which are perceptually similar to an
original one. These results are simplified in [Ustyuzhaninov et al., 2017], by synthesizing textures from
correlations of coefficients in a first convolutional layer, computed with local filters. We shall concentrate on recovery of signal with small L2 approximation errors as opposed to signals having similar
perceptual properties.
Section 5 shows that fixed sets of wavelet harmonic correlations can be sufficient to recover close
approximations of signals having sparse wavelet coefficients. These properties are similar to compressive sensing algorithms [Candes et al., 2006], where linear sensing measurements are replaced by
non-linear harmonic autocorrelations. Numerical experiments indicate that approximation errors can
have the same decay rate as sparse approximations in wavelet bases. However, similarly to compressive
sensing, it requires that wavelet coefficients are sufficiently sparse.
Section 2 introduces the first main result which proves that a non-linear rectifier acts as a filter on
the phase, and creates phase harmonics. Section 3 considers the case where network filters are wavelets.
Section 4 studies phase harmonic means and autocorrelations to capture phase dependence. Section 5
shows that signals having sparse wavelet coefficients can be recovered from few wavelet harmonic correlations. Computations can be reproduced with a software in https://github.com/kymatio/phaseharmonics.
R
Notations: We write j(z) the complexR phase of z 2 C. For any x(u), kxk2 = |x(u)|2 du. The
Fourier transform of x(u) is written xb(w) = Rd x(u) e iw.u du. The indicator function of a set S is 1S .
2. Phase Harmonics

Convolutional network architectures typically learn filters of small support. For image and audio applications, filters in the first layer usually have a Fourier transform which is well localized [Mallat, 2016].
In this case, we show that rectified non-linearities act as a filter on the phase of the first layer coefficients. Section 2.1 defines the notion of phase by extending the real network filters into complex analytic
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filters. By applying a Fourier transform along the phase variable, Section 2.3 proves that the phase filtering is a multiplicative filter over harmonic components. Lipschitz continuity properties of harmonic
representations are proved in Section 2.4.
2.1

Rectifiers as Analytic Phase Filters

A one-layer convolutional network computes convolutions of a d-dimensional input signal x(u) with a
family of real valued filters which we write {ymr }m . It then applies a pointwise non-linearity r. The
resulting first layer convolutional coefficients are indexed by a position u and a channel m
Ux(u, m) = r(x ? ymr (u)).
The non-linearity is often chosen to be the rectifier r(a) = max(a, 0).
If x is positive and if ymr is a low-pass filter which averages x then r(x
? ymr (u)) = x ? ymr (u) because
R
x ? ymr (u) remains positive. This is not true if ymr is a band-pass filter: ymr (u) du = 0. In this case, we
analyze the effect of the rectifier by computing an analytic extension of ymr .
A NALYTIC EXTENSION In one dimension u 2 R, the analytic part ym of ymr is a complex filter whose
bm is the restriction of y
bmr over positive frequencies:
Fourier transform y
bm (w) = 2 y
bmr (w) 1[0,•) (w) .
y

(2.1)

ymr (u) = Real(ym (u)).

(2.2)

bmr ( w) = y
bmr (w)⇤ , so ymr is the real part of ym :
Since ymr is real, y

For example, if ymr (u) = cos(l u + a) with l > 0 then its analytic part is ym (u) = ei(l u+a) .
If u 2 Rd is multidimensional, the analytic part is defined from the restriction of the Fourier transbmr over half of the frequency space
form of y
bm (w) = 2 y
bmr (w) 1Sm (w) ,
y

where Sm is a half space of Rd whose boundary is a hyperplane including the frequency 0. This analytic
bmr (w)
extension depends upon the choice of Sm , which is not unique. If possible, Sm is chosen so that y
r
b
b
vanishes at the boundary of Sm , so that yl (w) is not discontinuous at this boundary. Since ym ( w) =
bmr (w)⇤ , we verify that ymr = Real(ym ).
y
Since ymr = Real(ym ), convolutional network coefficients can be rewritten
Ux(u, m) = r(x ? Real(ym )(u)) = r(Real(x ? ym (u))).

(2.3)

P HASE F ILTER Let us now show that a rectifier acts as a filter on the phase of these complex coefficients. This is valid for any homogeneous operator r, which means that
8(b , a) 2 R+ ⇥ R , r(b a) = b r(a).
A rectifier is homogeneous, but an absolute value r(a) = |a| or the identity r(a) = a are also homogeneous. If r is homogeneous then for any z = |z| eij(z) 2 C
r(Real(z)) = |z| h( j(z))) with h(a) = r(cos(a)).

(2.4)
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The function h is the 2p periodic phase filter. For a rectifier h(a) = max(cos a, 0), for an absolute value
h(a) = | cos a|, and for the identity h(a) = cos a.
In signal processing, the complex phase j(x?ym (u)) is called the analytic phase of x?ymr . Applying
(2.4) to z = x ? ym (u) proves that a rectifier applied to output of band-pass filters acts as a filter on the
analytic phase
Ux(u, m) = |x ? ym (u)| h( j(x ? ym (u))) .
(2.5)
The rectifier sets to zero all coefficients whose phases are in [p/2, 3p/2].
2.2

Phase Filtering and Selectivity

The phase of x ? ym depends upon the phase of ym . In the first layer of a convolutional network, there
are usually several filters having similar frequency locations but different phases. We explain the role of
the phase.
P HASE AND MEAN FREQUENCY We define the phase of real filters ymr from the complex phase of
their analytic part ym . This phase is evaluated at a mean frequency. The mean frequency l 2 Rd of
bm |2 is defined by
|y
R
bm (w)|2 dw
w |y
l= R
.
(2.6)
bm (w)|2 dw
|y

bm (l )| 6= 0, so y
bm (l ) = e ia |y
bm (l )|. We introduce a filter yl = eia ym having a 0
We suppose that |y
phase at the frequency l .
If yl (u) is localized both along u and in frequency then x ? yl (u) provides an information about
x which is local both around the spatial variable u and the frequency variable l . These local “spacefrequency” representations have been studied extensively [Mallat, 2001], depending upon the localbl . Signal properties have been mostly analyzed through the complex modulus
ization of yl and y
|x ? yl (u)|. It is called a spectrogram if yl is a windowed Fourier filter and a scalogram if yl is a
wavelet.
Local space-frequency representations do not easily capture the dependencies of x ? yl (u) and x ?
yl 0 (u) at different frequencies because they are not linearly correlated. Indeed,
Z ⇣

⌘⇣
⌘⇤
x ? yl (u) x ? yl 0 (u) du = (2p)

d

Z

bl (w) y
bl 0 (w)⇤ dw ⇡ 0
|b
x(w)|2 y

bl y
bl 0 ⇡ 0. This cancellation is due to phase oscillations.
if the filters are separated in the sense that y
This is why the phase is often removed and signal properties are usually analyzed from the modulus
|x ? yl (u)|. We shall see that the non-linear action of a rectifier introduces correlations while preserving
phase information.
Since yl = eia ym and ymr = Real(ym ), we get
ymr = Real(e

ia

yl ).

(2.7)

We will use a as a free continuous parameter in [0, 2p] to arbitrarily modify the phase of ymr . Let us
replace the index m by (l , a) which is more meaningful:
⇣
⌘
Ux(u, l , a) = r Real(e ia x ? yl (u)) .
(2.8)
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Similarly to (2.5) we get
Ux(u, l , a) = |x ? yl (u)| h(a

j(x ? yl (u))) ,

(2.9)

with h(a) = r(cos a). We study the properties of this local space-frequency-phase representation for
arbitrary phase filters h(a).
Each coefficient Ux(u, l , a) provides information which is local along u and l but also along the
phase a. If the phase filter h has a support [ A, A] then Ux(u, l , a) in (2.9) is non-zero only at points u
where j(x?yl (u)) 2 [a A, a +A]. For a rectifier, the support of h(a) = max(cos a, 0) is [ p/2, p/2],
which is not highly selective. However, this phase selection
eliminates the phase cancellation effect by
R
ensuring that Ux(u, l , a) > 0 so that the correlation Ux(u, l , a)Ux(u, l 0 , a 0 ) du becomes non-zero
bl y
bl 0 ⇡ 0. The properties of these correlation coefficients are studied
even for separated frequencies y
in Section 4. The definition of phase harmonic representations in (2.9) is extended to any phase filter
h(a) to potentially improve selectivity along phases.
The phase a is similar to a local translation parameter. In one dimension, if yl (u) = eil u then
e ia x ? yl (u) = xb(l ) eil (u a/l ) so a/l is a global translation parameter along u. However, if yl (u) is
a localized sinusoidal wave of frequency l then a/l induces a local translation only within the support
of yl (u). For a two-dimensional filter yl having a localized support in u and whose Fourier transform
is centered at l = (l1 , l2 ), the phase a acts as a local translation in R2 by a/|l | in the direction of l .
P HASE SELECTIVITY The phase selectivity depends upon the support of h, which can be modified
by a convolution of Ux(u, l , a) along a. Such a convolution is linear along a and identical for each
u and can thus be implemented in a deep convolutional neural networks when computing second layer
coefficients. The circular convolution of 2p periodic functions is written
a ? b(a) =

Z

[0,2p]

a(b ) b(a

b ) db .

Computing the convolution of Ux(u, l , a) in (2.9) by g(a) along a gives
Ux(u, l , .) ? g(a) = |x ? yl (u)| h ? g(a

j(x ? yl (u)).

(2.10)

It changes the phase filter h into h ? g. The following theorem proves that h ? g may have an arbitrarily
narrow support and thus become highly selective in phase, for an appropriate choice of g.
T HEOREM 2.1 If h(a) = max(cos a, 0) or h(a) = | cos a| then for any e > 0 there exists a bounded filter
R
g such that h ? g is differentiable, p periodic, supported in [ e, e] modulo p, with 02p h ? g(a) da = 2,
and
lim h ? g(a) = d (a mod p).
(2.11)
e!0

Proof: We show that we can define g so that h ? g is a p periodic cubic box spline supported in
R
[ e, e] with h[
? g(0) = 02p h ? g(a) da = 2. One can verify that the Fourier transform of this box
spline is
8
if k = 0
< 2
h[
? g(k) =
(2.12)
2 sin4 (ke/4) (ke/4) 4 if k 6= 0 is even
:
0
if k is odd.
For a rectifier and an absolute value, b
h(k) is non-zero when k is even. Since h[
? g=b
h gb we obtain
(2.12) by defining gb(k) = 0 if k is odd and gb(k) = b
hg (k)/b
h(k) if k is even. We prove that g is bounded
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by verifying that Âk |b
g(k)| < •. The analytical expressions of b
h(k) for a rectifier and an absolute value
are given by (2.17) and (2.18). They imply that |b
g(k)| = O(|k| 2 ) and hence that g is bounded.
The restrictions of h ? g to [ p/2, p/2] and [p/2, 3p/2] are bounded functions of integrals equal to
1. Their supports are respectively [ e, e] and [p e, p + e]. When e goes to 0 the restrictions of h ? g
to [ p/2, p/2] and [p/2, 3p/2] thus converge to d (a) and d (a p), which proves (2.11). 2
This theorem proves that for a rectifier or an absolute value, one can improve arbitrarily the phase
selectivity through convolutions along phases. The theorem proof gives a possible but non-unique choice
for the filters g. For wavelet filters and images, Section 3 shows that lines of constant phase a define
the geometry of multiscale edges.
2.3

Phase Harmonics and Frequency Transpositions

This section proves that the phase filtering becomes a multiplication over a representation of phase
harmonics. These phase harmonics correspond to non-linear frequency transpositions.
P HASE HARMONICS

We separate the linear part of U from the non-linear phase filtering by factorizing
U = H W.

(2.13)

The linear operator W computes convolutions with analytic filters of mean frequency l having a zero
phase at l , where l belongs to a set L :
8l 2 L , W x(u, l ) = x ? yl (u) ,
The phase filter H is defined by
j(z)).

8z 2 C , Hz(a) = |z| h(a

(2.14)

Since a is a phase translation over [0, 2p], we prove that a Fourier transform relatively to a transforms
H into a multiplication over a sequence of phase harmonics defined below.
D EFINITION 2.2 The phase harmonics of a complex number z 2 C is a sequence defined for all k 2 Z
by
[z]k = |z| eikj(z) .

As opposed to zk which applies the exponent k to the modulus and to the phase, the phase harmonic
[z]k transforms the phase only. As a result Lemma 2.1 will prove that [z]k is Lipschitz for all k 2 Z
whereas zk is not Lipschitz for |k| 6= 1. The Fourier coefficients of a 2p periodic function h(a) are
written
Z
1 2p
b
h(k) =
h(a) e ika da .
2p 0

The following proposition proves that the Fourier transform of Hz(a) is proportional to the phase harmonics of z. It results that the Fourier transform of Ux(u, l , a) relatively to a is proportional to the
phase harmonics of x ? yl (u).
P ROPOSITION 2.3 For all z 2 C, the Fourier transform of Hz(a) is
b
Hz(k)
=b
h(k) [z]

k

.

(2.15)
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The Fourier transform of Ux(u, l , a) along a is
b
Ux(u,
l , k) = b
h(k) [x ? yl (u)]

k

.

(2.16)

Equation (2.15) and (2.16) are directly obtained by computing the Fourier transform of (2.14) and
b
(2.9) along a. The Fourier transform Ux(u,
l , k) is a local space-frequency-harmonic representation
where k is the harmonic exponent. The phase filter produces a harmonic multiplier b
h(k), which typically
attenuates high order harmonics.
If Ux(u, l , a) is calculated with a homogeneous non-linearity r then h(a) = r(cos a). If r(a) = a
then h(a) = cos a so b
h(k) = 1/2 if k = ±1 and b
h(k) = 0 otherwise. This is usually not an appropriate
choice because it eliminates all high-order harmonics. If r(a) = max(a, 0) then h(a) = max(cos a, 0)
and a direct calculation of Fourier integrals gives
8
(i)k
>
< p(k 1)(k+1) if k is even
b
1
h(k) =
.
(2.17)
if k = ±1
>
: 4
0
if |k| > 1 is odd

One can verify that any real homogeneous operator can be written r(a) = g max(a, 0) + b a so b
h(k) = 0
when |k| > 1 is odd. We may however define other phase filters for which b
h(k) 6= 0 for |k| > 1 odd. If
r(a) = |a| then h(a) = | cos a| and hence
(
2(i)k
if k is even
b
p(k 1)(k+1)
h(k) =
.
(2.18)
0
if k is odd
Because the absolute value is even and thus loses sign information, we have b
h(1) = b
h( 1) = 0.

F REQUENCY TRANSPOSITION We show that phase harmonics produce frequency transpositions. They
multiply the frequencies of x ? yl by a factor k and hence perform a non-linear dilation by k of the
Fourier transform of x ? yl , without affecting its spatial localization.
The derivative of the phase j(x ? yl (u)) of x ? yl (u) at u is called the analytic instantaneous frequency in signal processing [Mallat, 2001]. It corresponds to the perceived frequency of a sound at
a given time. Since [x ? yl (u)]k = |x ? yl (u)|eikj(x?yl (u)) , it has a phase derivative which is k times
larger. However, its modulus is unchanged so x ? yl and [x ? yl ]k have the same localization along u.
For time signals, a transformation which modifies the instantaneous frequency but does not modify the
time distribution is called a frequency transposition, by analogy to music transpositions. For example,
shifting a musical score by one octave multiplies by two the “frequencies” of all musical notes, but it
does not change the tempo and the melody.
A frequency transposition performs a non-linear dilation in the Fourier domain. The Fourier support
bl , which is centered at l . In a first approximation, the Fourier
of x ? yl is included in the support of y
transform of [x ? yl ]k is non negligible over a domain centered in kl whose width is approximately
bl . This is proved by the following proposition, under very restrictive
k times the support width of y
hypotheses. A ball in Rd is written B(c, r) = {u 2 Rd : |u c| 6 r}.
P ROPOSITION 2.4 If |x ? yl (u)| and eij(x?yl (u)) have a Fourier transform respectively supported in
B(0, D ) and B(l , D ) then [x ? yl ]k has a Fourier transform supported in B(kl , (|k| + 1)D ).
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Proof: Since [x?yl ]k = |x?yl | (eij(x?yl (u)) )k , its Fourier transform is the convolution of the Fourier
transform of |x ? yl | and k successive convolutions of the Fourier transform of eij(x?yl (u)) . The Fourier
support of [x ? yl ]k can be derived from the Fourier supports of |x ? yl | and eij(x?yl (u)) because the
convolutions of two functions included in B(c, r) and in B(c0 , r0 ) is a function included in B(c+c0 , r +r0 ).
2.
bl is supported in B(l , D ) then x ? yl has a Fourier transform supported in B(l , D ) but in general
If y
|x ? yl | and eij(x?yl (u)) do not have a Fourier transform of compact support. Indeed, |x ? yl | may be
singular if x ? yl (u) has a zero-crossing, which produces a Fourier transform with a slow asymptotic
decay. The hypotheses of this proposition are thus very restrictive. For wavelet filters, Section 3 verifies
numerically that the Fourier transform of [x ? yl ]k is essentially dilated by k for a white noise signal.
2.4

Bi-Lipschitz Continuity and Inversion

This section considers general phase filters h(a) and gives bi-Lipschitz bounds on H depending upon
h. We derive that U is also bi-Lipschitz and invertible for appropriate filters yl .
For any 2p periodic g(a), we have
kgk2 =

1
2p

Z 2p
0

|g(a)|2 da =

Â |bg(k)|2 .

k2Z

We first prove that each phase harmonic [z]k is Lipschitz, even if |k| 6= 1, as opposed to usual integer
power exponents zk .
L EMMA 2.1 For any (z, z0 ) 2 C2 and any k 2 Z
|[z]k

[z0 ]k | 6 max(1, |k|) |z

z0 | .

(2.19)

Proof: The inequality (2.19) is verified if k = 0 because
|[z]k
For k 6= 0 and e = j(z0 )

[z0 ]k | = ||z|

|z0 || 6 |z

z0 |.

j(z), let us define
|[z]k
|z

f (|z|, |z0 |, e) =

||z|2 + |z0 |2 2|z||z0 | cos(ke)|
||z|2 + |z0 |2 2|z||z0 | cos(e)|

=
One can verify that

[z0 ]k |2
||z| |z0 |eike |2
=
z0 |2
||z| |z0 |eie |2

sup f (|z|, |z0 |, e) = |k|2 ,

|z|,|z0 |,e

which implies (2.19). This is done by proving that for |z| and |z0 | fixed, the maximum of f is reached
when e tends to 0, and when e tends to zero f (|z|, |z0 |, e) is maximized when |z| = |z0 |, with a supremum
equal to |k|2 . 2
The following theorem applies this lemma to prove that H is bi-Lipschitz.
T HEOREM 2.5 For any (z, z0 ) 2 C2

kHzk = khk |z| ,

(2.20)
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p
2 |b
h(1)| |z

with

z0 | 6 kHz

Hz0 k 6 k |z

Z

z0 |

⌘2
1 ⇣ 2p
1
h(a) da +
2
4p
2p
0
k2Z
p
For a rectifier, khk = 1/2, b
h(1) = 1/4 and k = 1/4 + 1/p 2 .
k 2 = |b
h(0)|2 + Â k2 |b
h(k)|2 =
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(2.21)

Z 2p
0

|h0 (a)|2 da.

(2.22)

b
Proof: Since Hz(k)
=b
h(k) [z] k , we first prove (2.20) by observing that
kHzk2 =

+•

Â

k= •

To verify (2.21) let us compute
kHz

|b
h(k)|2 |[z] k |2 = |z|2

Hz0 k2 =

+•

Â

k= •

+•

Â

k= •

|b
h(k)|2 |[z]

|b
h(k)|2 = |z|2 khk2 .

k

[z0 ] k |2 .

(2.23)

Since h(a) is real, |b
h(k)| = |b
h( k)|. Restricting the sum to k = ±1 gives the lower bound
2 |b
h(1)|2 |z

z0 |2 6 kHz

Hz0 k2 .

We obtain the upper bound inequality of (2.21) inserting the Lipschitz inequality (2.19) of Lemma
2.1 in (2.23) with
k 2 = |b
h(0)|2 + Â k2 |b
h(k)|2 ,
(2.24)
k2Z

R 2p

Since b
h(0) = 1/2p 0 h(a) da and the Fourier transform of h0 (a) is ikb
h(k), applying the Plancherel
formula on (2.24) proves (2.22). A direct calculation gives the values of khk and k for a linear rectifier
where h(a) = max(cos a, 0). 2
In the particular case where the phase filter can be written h(a) = r(cos a) then the Lipschitz
constant k in (2.22) is finite if r has bounded derivatives. For a rectifier the lower and upper Lipschitz
constants of the theorem are respectively about 0.35 and 0.69 and thus within a factor 2. In this case,
one can prove that the upper bound Lipschitz constant is not tight and can be reduced to 1/2 [Zhang &
Mallat, 2019].
The following proposition reviews a standard condition which guarantees that W is invertible and
bl .
stable, by imposing that the Fourier domain is uniformly covered by the filters y
P ROPOSITION 2.6 If there exists 0 6 h < 1 such that for almost all w 2 Rd
(1

h)2 6

then for all x 2 L2 (Rd )2 real

⇣
⌘
1
bl (w)|2 + |y
bl ( w)|2 6 (1 + h)2
|y
Â
2 l 2L
x=

Â Real(x ? yl ? y l ),

l 2L

(2.25)

(2.26)
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c is the same as the support of y
bl and
where the support of y
l
c (w) =
y
l

Moreover, for all (x, x0 ) 2 L2 (Rd )2 real
(1

h)2 kx

cl (w)⇤
y
.
bl (w)|2
Âl 2L |y

x0 k2 6 kW x

W x0 k2 6 (1 + h)2 kx

x0 k2 .

(2.27)

Proof: Since x is real, xb( w) = xb(w)⇤ . Equation (2.26) is proved by taking the Fourier transform
on both side and observing that
⇣
⌘
1
⇤ c
⇤
c
b
b
y
(w)
y
(w)
+
y
(
w)
y
(
w)
= 1.
l
l
l
l
2 lÂ
2L

Since W is linear, (2.27) can be proved by setting x0 = 0. Observe that
kW xk2 =

1

Â kx ? yl k2 = (2p)d Â

l 2L

l 2L

Z

bl (w)|2 dw.
|b
x(w)|2 |y

Inverting the sum and the integral and inserting (2.25) in this equation proves (2.27) for x0 = 0. 2
The following corollary derives that U = HW is invertible and bi-Lipschitz. We write
kUxk2 =

1
2p

Z 2p Z

Â

l 2L 0

Rd

|Ux(u, l , a)|2 du da .

C OROLLARY 2.1 If condition (2.25) is satisfied for 0 6 h < 1 and b
h(1) 6= 0 then for all x 2 L2 (Rd ) real
x(u) =

l 2L

khk (1

⇣ 1
⌘
b
Ux(.,
l , 1)⇤ ? y l (u) ,
b
h(1)⇤

Â Real

(2.28)

h) kxk 6 kUxk 6 khk (1 + h) kxk

(2.29)

and for all (x, x0 ) 2 L2 (Rd )2 real
p

2 |b
h(1)| (1

h) kx

x0 k 6 kUx

Ux0 k 6 k (1 + h) kx

x0 k .

(2.30)

b
Proof: It results from (2.16) that Ux(u,
l , 1) = b
h(1) x ? yl (u)⇤ , together with(2.26) it implies (2.28).
Since U = H W , (2.27) together with (2.20) proves (2.29), and (2.27) together with (2.21) proves
(2.30). 2
3. Wavelet Transforms
Wavelets are dilated filters yl which separate signal variations at multiple scales. They provide sparse
representations of large classes of signals and images. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 review the properties of
complex analytic wavelet transforms and introduce a new bump wavelet for numerical calculations.
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(a)

3.1
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(b)

FIG. 1: (a): The real and imaginary parts of a bump wavelet y(u), for Q = 1, are shown with a full and
b
a dashed line. (b): Fourier transform y(w).
Analytic Wavelets for 1D Signals

A one-dimensional wavelet transform is computed by convolutions with dilated wavelets. Analytic
b
wavelets y have a Fourier transform y(w)
which is zero at negative frequencies. This section introduces
a new analytic bump wavelet, which is used in numerical calculations. It provides sparse representations
of piecewise regular signals.
b is real valued which implies that the real part of y is even and its imaginary part
We impose that y
b ) > 0. A wavelet
is odd. Let x be the mean frequency of y according to (2.6). We also suppose that y(x
transform with Q scales per octave is calculated by dilating y by 2 j/Q , where j is an integer:
yl (u) = 2

The mean frequency of yl is

j/Q

y(2

j/Q

bl (w) = y(2
b j/Q w) .
u) and hence y

l =2

j/Q

x.

b
bl is concentrated
If the energy of y(w)
is concentrated in an interval centered at x of radius b x then y
in an interval centered at l of radius b l .
A real filter of phase a is defined by Real(e ia yl ). The phase a is thus a symmetry parameter
which makes the transition from even to odd filters, and which changes the filters sign when adding p.
Let 2J be the maximum scale. Scales larger than 2J are carried by a low-pass filter y0 centered at
the frequency l = 0 and dilated by 2J . We use a Gaussian filter whose Fourier transform is
b0 (w) = exp
y

⇣

|w|2 ⌘
.
2sJ2

(3.1)

b
We consider an analytic wavelet whose Fourier transform y(w)
is a regular window centered at a
frequency x > 0
⇣w x ⌘
b
y(w)
= cg
,
(3.2)
x
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2: Top: original signal x(u) as a function of u. (a): Wavelet transform modulus |x ⇤ yl (u)| with
Q = 16 scales per octave, as a function of (u, log2 l ) along the horizontal and vertical axes. White and
black points correspond respectively to small and large amplitudes. (b): Complex phase j(x ⇤ yl (u))
as a function of (u, log2 l ).
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b
where g(w) has a support in [ 1, 1] with g(1) = g( 1) = 0, so that y(w)
= 0 for w 6 0. The window
g is chosen so that y is well localized both in the spatial and Fourier domains, which has a tendency
to produce wavelet coefficients which are more sparse. A bump window is an infinitely differentiable
approximation of a Gaussian having a support equal to [ 1, 1] [Jamshidi & Kirby, 2006]:
⇣ |w|2 ⌘
g(w) = exp
1
(w) .
(3.3)
1 |w|2 ( 1,1)
b
It defines a compact support y(w)
which is C• . The resulting bump wavelet y is a Schwartz class C•
b vanish at
analytic function, with a decay faster than any rational function. Since all derivatives of y
w = 0, y has an infinite number of vanishing moments:
8k 2 N ,

Z

uk y(u) du = 0 .

Vanishing moments are important so that wavelet coefficients x ? yl (u) are small in domains of u where
x is regular [Mallat, 2001].
For wavelets, the Fourier transform condition (2.25) is called the Littlewood-Paley inequality. It
guarantees that the wavelet transform is invertible and stable, with bounds which depend upon h. To
minimize h, the constants in (3.1) and (3.2) are chosen to be
p
0.550
sJ = 2 Q 2 J+1 x and c = (1.34 Q 0.05) 1 .

In numerical applications, we choose x = 0.85 p. For these bump wavelets, h = 0.091 when Q = 1
and h 6 0.035 when Q > 2. Figure 1 shows the real and imaginary parts of y for Q = 1, as well as its
Fourier transform.
Figure 2 gives the modulus and the phase of the wavelet transform of a one-dimensional signal, calculated with a bump wavelet, with Q = 16 scales per octave. Fine scales correspond to high frequencies
l . Large modulus coefficients |x ? yl (u)| are sparse. They are located in the neighborhood of sharp
signal transitions. The phase j(x ? yl (u)) gives a local symmetry information on the transition of x ? yl
at u. Since the real and imaginary parts of yl are respectively symmetric and antisymmetric, the variations of x ? yl is locally symmetric in the neighborhood of u if j(x ? yl (u)) = 0 and antisymmetric if
this phase is p/2. Changing the sign of x ? yl adds p to the phase. When the phase is p/2 modulo p
then the real part of x ? yl (u) has a zero-crossing. Grossmann et. al. It was shown in [Grossmann et al.,
1989] that lines of constant phase across scales capture properties of instantaneous frequencies. Zerocrossings of real wavelet transforms have been studied to reconstruct signals and detect the position of
sharp transitions [Zhang & Mallat, 2019].
Section 2.3 explains that harmonics [x ? yl ]k = |x ? yl | eikj(x?yl ) perform a frequency transposition
which approximately dilates the Fourier transform x ? yl by a factor k. This is illustrated by Figure 3
for a Gaussian white noise x filtered by bump wavelet yl . For k = 0, 1, 2, 3, the modulus of the Fourier
transform of [x ? yl ]k has an energy centered at kl and concentrated over a domain dilated by max(k, 1).
3.2

Complex Steerable Wavelets for Images

In two dimensions, we define wavelets by dilating and rotating a complex analytic wavelet y(u) for
b
u 2 R2 . Its Fourier transform y(w)
has a support included in the right half plane of R2 . This wavelet is
rotated in R2 by rq along several angles q , and dilated at dyadic scales 2 j :
yl (u) = 2

2j

y(2 j r

q u)

bl (w) = y(2
b j rq w) .
and hence y
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FIG. 3: Modulus of the Fourier transform of [x ? yl ]k , for a signal x which is a Gaussian white noise and
a bump wavelet yl , as a function of frequencies. The center frequency l is fixed and k increases from
top to bottom. The Fourier supports are approximately dilated by k.
We use L angles q = p`/L for
frequency of yl is

L/2 < ` 6 L/2. If x is the center frequency of y then the center
l = 2 jr

q

x.

Wavelets are computed up to a maximum scale 2J . Scales larger than 2J are carried by a low-pass
filter y0 centered at the frequency l = 0 and dilated by 2J . As in one dimension, we use a Gaussian
filter whose Fourier transform is
⇣ |w|2 ⌘
b0 (w) = exp
y
.
(3.4)
2sJ2
Let us represent frequencies in polar coordinates w = |w| (cos q , sin q ). Steerable wavelets introduced in [Simoncelli & Freeman, 1995] have a center frequency x = (x0 , 0) with L rotation angles, and
b
a Fourier transform y(w)
which can be written:
⇣ |w| x ⌘
0
b
y(w)
= cg
cosL 1 (q )1|q |< p .
(3.5)
2
x0

Different wavelets are obtained by modifying the window g [Unser et al., 2011]. Steerable bump
b has a compact
wavelets are computed with the one-dimensional bump window g in (3.3). Since y
support and L 1 bounded derivatives, y is a C• function and |y(u)| = O((1 + |u|) L+1 ). All partial
b
derivatives of y(w)
are zero at w = 0 so y has an infinite number of vanishing moments
8(k1 , k2 ) 2 Z2 ,

Z

R2

uk11 uk22 y(u1 , u2 ) du1 du2 = 0 .
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FIG. 4: (a): Real part of the two-dimensional bump wavelet y(u) with L = 8. (b): Imaginary part of
b
y(u). (c): Fourier transform y(w).
To minimize the Littlewood-Paley constant h in (2.25), the constants in (3.4) and (3.5) are chosen to be
sJ = 2

0.550

2

J+1

x and c = 1.29

1 L 1

2

(L 1)!
p
.
L[2(L 1)]!

In numerical applications, we choose x = 0.85 p and L > 4. One can verify that the Littlewood-Paley
constant is h = 0.091 as for the one-dimensional wavelet (3.3) and does not depend upon L. Figure 4
shows the real and imaginary parts of y as well as its Fourier transform for L = 8 angles.
Figure 5 displays the phase and modulus of the wavelet transform of an image, calculated with bump
steerable wavelets at angles q = 0 and q = p/2 and scales 2 j = 2, 4, 8. Wavelet coefficients are sparse at
fine scales. Large modulus coefficients |x ? yl (u)| are along edges and sharp transitions. The decay of
these modulus values when |l | increases depends upon the Lipschitz regularity of x at u [Jaffard, 1991].
The phase j(x ? yl (u)) measures the local symmetry of the variations of x ? yl (u) when u moves along
the direction of q . This symmetry is typically preserved along edges. This is why lines of constant
phase in Figure 5 follow the geometry of edges when the modulus is non-zero. This observation is at
the basis of many edge detection algorithms [Mallat, 2001]. The phase evolution across scales specifies
the edge profile.

4. Phase Dependence Across Frequencies
This section characterises phase dependencies across frequencies, from the autocorrelation of Ux(u, l , a).
Section 4.1 introduces the autocorrelation and covariance matrices across l and a integrated over u.
Section 4.2 proves Lipschitz continuity properties of the autocorrelation.

4.1

Phase Harmonic Autocorrelation

bl and y
bl 0 do not overlap.
Section 2.2 explains that x ? yl is not correlated with x ? yl 0 if the support of y
The phase filtering introduces correlations between such coefficients which allows us to characterise
phase dependencies with autocorrelation matrices.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 5: Top: original image. Columns (a,c) display |x ? yl (u)| at scales 2 j = 2, 4, 8 from top to bottom.
Small and large coefficients are displayed in white and black respectively. The wavelet orientation angle
is q = 0 for (a) and q = p/2 for (c). Columns (b,d) display the phase images j(x ? yl ), with q = 0 for
(b) and q = p/2 for (d).
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We compute the mean of Ux(u, l , a) along u for each (l , a). The mean vector Mx
Z

Mx(l , a) =

Z

=

Ux(u, l , a) du
|x ? yl (u)| h(a

(4.1)
j(x ? yl (u))) du.

(4.2)

b
Since the Fourier transform of Ux(u, l , a) along a is Ux(u,
l , k) = b
h(k) [x ? yl (u)] k , the Fourier
mean vector is:
Z
Z
b
b
Mx(l
, k) = Ux(u,
l , k) du = b
h(k) [x ? yl (u)] k du.
(4.3)
For k = 0, [x ? yl ]0 = |x ? yl | so

b
Mx(l
, 0) = b
h(0) kx ? yl k1 .

b
b
b
Let us show that Mx(l
, k) ⌧ Mx(l
, 0) for k 6= 0. Since Mx(l
, k) is the Fourier transform of M(a, l )
along a, this implies that M(a, l ) remains nearly constant when a varies.
The integral of [x ? yl ]k is the value of its Fourier transform at the zero frequency. If k = 1 and l 6= 0
b
bl (0) = 0. For k > 1 the support of [x ? yl ]k is approximately a dilation of
then Mx(1,
l ) = 0 because y
the support of x ? yl so its Fourier transform remains negligible at w = 0. This is illustrated by Figure
3 for a one-dimensional wavelet filter yl . For one and two-dimensional bump wavelets, numerical
computations show that for all k > 1
b
b
|Mx(l
, k)| 6 e Mx(l
, 0),

with e = 0.017 for the one-dimensional signal of Figure 2 and e = 0.019 for the image in Figure 5.
AUTOCORRELATION AND COVARIANCE
puted on average along u:
Cx(l , a, l 0 , a 0 ) =
=

Z
Z

The correlation of Ux(u, l , a) and Ux(u, l 0 , a 0 ) is com-

Ux(u, l , a)Ux(u, l 0 , a 0 )⇤ du

(4.4)

|x ? yl (u)| |x ? yl 0 (u)|

(4.5)

h(a

j(x ? yl (u))) h(a 0

j(x ? yl 0 (u)))⇤ du.

It gives the correlation of x ? yl (u) and x ? yl 0 (u) at positions u where their phases are respectively in
the neighborhoods of a and a 0 . For a fixed (l , l 0 ), it is a full matrix which has a regular 2p periodic
oscillation along (a, a 0 ). This is shown in Figure 6 for a one-dimensional signal and an image.
The Fourier transform along a is an orthogonal change of basis. We show that it decorrelates a
large portion of the coefficients and yields a sparse autocorrelation matrix. The resulting harmonics
autocorrelation matrix is
b , k, l 0 , k0 ) =
Cx(l

Z

b
b
Ux(u,
l , k) Ux(u,
l 0 , k0 )⇤ du

= b
h(k) b
h(k0 )⇤

Z

[x ? yl (u)]

k

0

[x ? yl 0 (u)]k du.

(4.6)
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b for the one-dimensional signal of Figure 2 (first row), and
FIG. 6: Autocorrelation matrices Cx and Cx
for the image of Figure 5 (second row). (a,b): Matrices of 82 coefficients |Cx(l , a, l 0 , a 0 )|1/2 /(kx ?
yl k kx ? yl 0 k)1/2 for (a, a 0 ) 2 [0, p]2 , with l 0 = l in (a) and l 0 = 4l in (b). (c,d): Matrices of 82
b , k, l 0 , k0 )|1/2 /(kx ? yl k kx ? yl 0 k)1/2 for (k, k0 ) 2 [0, 7]2 and l 0 = l in (c) and l 0 = 4l
coefficients |Cx(l
in (d).
Diagonal coefficients are proportional to L2 norms
b , k, l , k) = |b
Cx(l
h(k)|2 kx ? yl k2 .

(4.7)

b , k, l 0 , k0 ) is nearly zero if the Fourier transThe Plancherel formula applied to (4.6) proves that Cx(l
0
k
k
forms of [x ? yl (u)] and [x ? yl 0 (u)] are concentrated over frequency domains which do not intersect. Since their center frequencies are approximately kl and k0 l 0 , the coefficients are negligible when
|kl k0 l 0 | is too large. The non-negligible coefficients for kl ⇡ k0 l 0 capture non-linear correlations
across frequency bands.
For wavelet filters, numerical experiments show that the Fourier transform of [x ? yl ]k has most of
its energy concentrated in a ball centered in kl of radius b max(|k|, 1) |l |, where b depends upon y.
These are qualitative results, illustrated by Figure 3, but we have no mathematical characterisation of
b , k, l 0 , k0 ) is non-negligible if the distance between the center frequencies kl and
b . It results that Cx(l
0
0
k l satisfies
|kl k0 l 0 | 6 b (max(|k|, 1) |l | + max(|k0 |, 1) |l 0 |).
(4.8)

When (k, k0 ) varies for (l , l 0 ) fixed, (4.8) defines a band of non-negligible coefficients centered at
b , k, l 0 , k0 ) is nearly zero, which yields a sparse matrix. This property
kl = k0 l 0 . Beyond this band, Cx(l
is illustrated by Figure 6 for the one-dimensional signal of Figure 2 and for the image of Figure 5. The
first two columns of Figure 6 show that Cx(l , a, l 0 , a 0 ) is a full matrix for l = l 0 and l 0 = 4l whereas
b , k, l 0 , k0 ) are sparse.
the Fourier transform matrices Cx(l
The covariance matrix is
Kx = Cx Mx Mx⇤ ,
where V ⇤ is the complex transpose of a vector V . This covariance measures the dependence of phases
across frequencies at a same position u. In the Fourier phase basis, the first diagonal coefficients of
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b
b = Cx
Kx

b Mx
b ⇤ are
Mx

⇣
b
Kx(l
, 0, l , 0) = |b
h(0)|2 kx ? yl k2
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⌘
kx ? yl k21 .

They measure the sparsity of x ? yl (u), which is large if kx ? yl k/kx ? yl k1 is small.
4.2 Lipschitz Continuity for Spectral Norms
We prove that the mean vector Mx is Lipschitz continuous and that the autocorrelation matrix Cx has a
bounded trace and is Lipschitz continuous for the spectral norm. As a result, they define stable signal
representations. Section 5 shows that theseR descriptors can provide accurate signal approximations.
To establish the result for Mx(l , a) = Ux(u, l , a) du, we suppose that x has a support in [0, L]d and
that all convolutions are computed as periodic convolutions over this domain so that x ?yl 2 L2 ([0, L]d ).
It introduces a normalization factor Ld .
For any x 2 L2 (Rd ), Cx is a positive symmetric matrix whose spectral norm is:
kCx vk
1
with kvk2 =
kvk
2p
v6=0

kCxk2,2 = sup
and

Cx v(l , a) =

Z 2p
0

Â
0

Â

Z 2p

l 2L 0

|v(a, l )|2 da ,

C(l , a, l 0 , a 0 ) v(l 0 , a 0 ) da 0 .

l 2L

The following theorem computes Lipschitz bounds for these norms.
T HEOREM 4.1 If the filters yl satisfy (2.25) then for all (x, x0 ) 2 L2 ([0, L]d )2
Mx0 k 6 k (1 + h) Ld/2 kx

kMx

x0 k ,

(4.9)

where k is defined in (2.22). For all x 2 L2 (Rd )
(1

h)2 khk2 kxk2 6 Trace(Cx) 6 (1 + h)2 khk2 kxk2 ,

(4.10)

and all (x, x0 ) 2 L2 (Rd )2
Cx0 k2,2 6 k 2 (1 + h)2 kx

kCx

x0 k (kxk + kx0 k).
R

Proof: We write the mean Mx in (4.1) in a vector form Mx = Ux(u, .) du, which gives
kMx

Mx0 k2 =

Z

(Ux(u, .)

2

Ux0 (u, .)) du .

If y 2 L2 ([0, L]d ) then the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality implies
Z

Applied to the vector Ux(u, .)
kMx

2

y(u)du 6 Ld

Z

|y(u)|2 du.

Ux0 (u, .) it gives
Mx0 k2 6 Ld

Z

kUx(u, .)

Ux0 (u, .)k2 du.

(4.11)
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Applying the Lipschitz upper bound (2.30) proves (4.9).
The trace of Cx is computed from its diagonal coefficients in (4.7)
b , k, l , k) = |b
Cx(l
h(k)|2 kx ? yl k2 ,

and hence

Trace(Cx) = Â |b
h(k)|2
k

Â kx ? yl k2 = khk2 kW xk2 .

l 2L

Applying (2.27) for x0 = 0 proves (4.10).
The
operator Cx is defined in (4.4) as the autocorrelation of Ux which we write in a vector form
R
Cx = Ux(u, .)Ux(u, .)t du, where Ux(u, .)t is the transpose of Ux(u, .). We thus verify that
Cx0

Cx =

Z

R

⇣

Ux(u, .))t +
⌘
Ux(u, .))Ux(u, .)t du

Ux0 (u, .)(Ux0 (u, .)
(Ux0 (u, .)

(4.12)

Any matrix C(a, b) = A(u, a) B(u, b) du has a norm which satisfies
kCk2,2 6 kAk kBk

R

(4.13)

R

with kAk2 = Âa |A(u, a)|2 du and kBk2 = Âb |B(u, b)|2 du. This is verified with the Cauchy Schwartz
inequality by showing that for any vectors w and w0 :
|hw,Cw0 i| 6 kwk kw0 k kAk kBk .
Applying (4.13) to (4.12) proves that
kCx0

Cxk2,2 6 kUx0

Uxk (kUx0 k + kUxk).

Since kUx Ux0 k 6 k (1 + h) kx x0 k and kUxk 6 khk (1 + h) kxk with khk2 6 k 2 , we derive (4.11).
2
The matrix Cx is a positive symmetric operator so kCxk2,2 6 Trace(Cx). The theorem proves in
(4.10) that Cx is a bounded matrix. It also proves in (4.11) that Cx is Lipschitz continuous when x varies
b which are obtained from Mx
b and Cx
in the neighborhood of x0 . The theorem results also apply to Mx
and Cx through a Fourier orthogonal change of basis.
5. Compressive Approximations from Harmonic Correlations
Autocorrelations of one layer neural network coefficients have been studied in [Ustyuzhaninov et al.,
2017] to generate stationary image textures having similar perceptual properties as an original texture x.
In this section we study the reconstruction of x up to a global translation, as opposed to a perceptually
similar signal.
To reconstruct x(u) from its autocorrelation when shifting x along u is equivalent to recover x from
its Fourier transform modulus |b
x|2 . This is only possible up to a global translation. It amounts to solve
a phase retrieval problem which has been widely studied from mathematical [Akutowicz, 1956] and
algorithmic point of views [Candes et al., 2013]. Several authors have shown that this recovery from
autocorrelations can be solved with a reduced number of autocorrelation measurements if x is sparse
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[Moravec et al., 2007, Shechtman et al., 2011]. The recovery is performed by minimizing an l1 norm to
enforce sparsity.
Next sections study the recovery of x from the mean and autocorrelation of Ux(u, l , a). The autocorrelation is not computed with a shift along u but along (l , a). It relies on the phase correlation
created by harmonics but it is mathematically more complicated because U is non-linear. We introduce
a recovery algorithm based on a gradient descent, which also takes advantage of sparsity through l1
norm conditions. Section 5.2 shows that nearly optimal approximations can be obtained from wavelet
harmonic correlations, if the signal has sparse wavelet coefficients. Computations are reproduced by a
software in https://github.com/kymatio/phaseharmonics.
5.1

Compressive Recovery

We introduce a compressive recovery algorithm which computes a signal approximation from a limited
set of P harmonic means and correlations. These means and correlations are invariant to translations so
the recovery is up to a global translation.
Computations are carried over d-dimensional signals x(u) uniformly sampled over N d points, with
d = 2 for images. We set b
h(k) = 1 over a limited range of k and ĥ(k) = 0 beyond. The mean vector is
computed with sums which are normalized by N d
b
Mx(l
, k) = N

d

Â[x ? yl (u)]k .

(5.1)

u

b
Section 4.1 shows that Mx(l
, k) is non-negligible only for k = 0
b
Mx(l
, 0) = N

This l1 norm specifies the sparsity of x ? yl (u).
b is
The autocorrelation of Ux
b , k, l 0 , k0 ) = N
Cx(l

d

d

kx ? yl k1 .

Â[x ? yl (u)]
u

k

(5.2)

0

[x ? yl 0 (u)]k .

(5.3)

b
Corollary 2.1 proves that x(u) is recovered from Ux(u,
l , k) with a linear inverse operator. Recovering
b and means Mx
b
b can be interpreted as a
Ux from a limited number of autocorrelation coefficients Cx
1
b
quadratic recovery problem conditioned by l norm sparsity constraints. However, Ux(u,
l , k) is also
b having such a
correlated along u because the filters yl (u) are regular. Instead of trying to recover Ux
regularity, we recover x directly.
b over a
b x̃ and Cbx̃ are equal to Mx
b and Cx
L OSS MINIMIZATION We want to recover a signal x̃ such that M
b Mx
b and the covariance Kx
b = Cx
b Mx
b ⇤.
predefined subset of P coefficients. It is equivalent to match Mx
The loss EP (x, y) of an approximation y of x is defined from a discrepancy between the means and
b and Ux.
b In a matrix form it is defined by
covariances of Uy
b
EP (x, y) = kKy

b + (My
b
Kx

b (My
b
Mx)

b ⇤ k2F ,
Mx)

(5.4)

where kAkF is the Frobenius norm computed over a selected set of P indices (l , k, l 0 , k0 ).
We want to find y = x̃P which minimizes EP (x, y). This is done with a gradient descent initialized
with a Gaussian white noise y0 . The gradient descent computes yn+1 from yn with a gradient step on
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EP (x, y) at yn . We use an unconstrained gradient descent algorithm L-BFGS. The algorithm stops the
minimization with the line-search Wolfe condition [Nocedal & Wright, 2006]. The loss is not convex
so the gradient descent may be trapped in local minima. To improve local minima, we compute the
gradient descent with 10 random initializations and we keep the solution x̃P = yn having a minimum
loss EP (x, yn ).
5.2

Recovery From Wavelet Harmonic Correlations

We evaluate approximation errors of one and two-dimensional signals from P wavelet harmonic autocorrelations and means. We demonstrate numerically that this representation has compressive approximation properties. It recovers an accurate approximation of signals having sparse wavelet representations
from fixed sets of wavelet harmonic correlations. The error decay rate is comparable to sparse non-linear
approximations in a wavelet basis, which requires to adjust the choice of wavelet coefficients to each
signal. However, wavelet harmonic correlations do not reconstruct signals having wavelet coefficients
which are not sufficiently sparse.
C ORRELATION SELECTION We first explain how to select P non-negligible wavelet harmonic correlation coefficients, independently from x.
b , k, l 0 , k0 ) is non-negligible only if kl is sufficiently close to k0 l 0 :
Section 4.1 shows that Cx(l
|kl

k0 l 0 | 6 b (max(|k|, 1) |l | + max(|k0 |, 1) |l 0 |).

(5.5)

b is symmetric, we can impose |l | > |l 0 |. We only keep low-order
for some constant b . Since Cx
harmonics by setting k = 0 or k = 1, and for each l 0 we restrict k0 to the values which satisfy (5.5).
Let Q be the number of wavelet scales per octave. The wavelet frequencies l and l 0 correspond to
0
scales 2 j/Q ⇠ |l | 1 and 2 j /Q ⇠ |l 0 | 1 . We limit the range D of scale interactions by imposing that
|j

j0 | 6 D Q.

(5.6)

In dimension d, a signal of N d samples has at most J 6 log2 N dyadic scales 2 j , so D 6 log2 N. In all
numerical experiments we set J = log2 N, and all convolutions are computed with periodic boundary
conditionsf.
For one-dimensional signals of size N, the total number P of mean and correlation coefficients which
satisfy (5.5) and (5.6) is
P ⇠ D 2 Q2 log2 N .
(5.7)
For images of N 2 pixels, we set Q = 1 but the number of coefficients also depends upon the number L
of wavelet angles, and hence
P ⇠ D 2 L2 log2 N.
(5.8)

b and Mx
b are invariant to translations, x can only be recovered up
C OMPRESSIVE RECOVERY Since Cx
to a translation. The approximation error is calculated by translating x̃P so that it minimizes kx x̃P k.
We evaluate numerical reconstruction errors from P correlation invariants with the Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR) in dB
N d/2 maxu |x(u)|
PSNR(x, x̃P ) = 20 log10
,
kx x̃P k
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(c)

FIG. 7: For each figure, the top graph is the original signal x of N = 1024 points. The curve below gives
the PSNR of signals x̃ reconstructed from P wavelet harmonic correlations and means, as a function of
log10 P/N. The first and second parts of each curve correspond to Q = 1 and Q = 2 respectively, for D
varying.

Above 35dB, reconstructed images are visually identical to the original ones, and signal plots superimpose so we do not display reconstructed signals. Figure 7 gives the PSNR error as a function of
log10 P/N for one dimensional signals, and Figure 8 as a function of log10 P/N 2 for images. The number of coefficients P varies by adjusting the range D of scale interactions in (5.7) and (5.8).
Figure 7(a,b) gives two examples of piecewise regular one-dimensional signals x having sparse
wavelet coefficients. Large coefficients are located at sharp transitions. The PSNR curves show that
when P = N, x̃P is above 60dB which corresponds to a relative error below 10 3 . The approximation
error has a decay
kx

x̃P k 6 C P

c

,

(5.9)

with c ⇡ 2. This is the same approximation rate as the one obtained by a non-linear adaptive approximation of such signals in a wavelet orthonormal basis. Non-linear approximations take advantage of
sparsity by selecting the P largest wavelet coefficients of x, whose locations thus depend upon x [Mallat,
2001]. The decay rate c = 2 is the best one obtained over the class of signals which may be discontinuous but have a bounded total variation. In this case, the same error decay rate is obtained over fixed
sets of P wavelet harmonic correlations, which do not depend upon x as in adaptive approximations.
Correlations are averaged over all spatial positions which is why the choice of correlation coefficients is
not adapted to the positions of non-zero wavelet coefficients. These non-linear approximation properties over fixed sets of measurements are similar to the ones obtained by compressive sensing algorithms
[Candes et al., 2006]. However, the mathematical setting is more difficult because the linear sensing
operator is replaced by non-linear harmonic autocorrelations.
Similarly to compressive sensing, if wavelet coefficients are not sufficiently sparse then the signal is
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 8: Each original image x shown at the top has N 2 = 2562 pixels. The curve below gives the PSNR
of signals x̃ reconstructed from P wavelet harmonic correlations and mean coefficients, as a function of
log10 P/N 2 .
not reconstructed from wavelet harmonic correlations. The signal in Figure 7(c) is a dramatic example:
x(u) = (1

cos(nu)) cos(l u) with n ⌧ l .

(5.10)

The reconstruction algorithm is unable to recover an approximation even when the number P of correlation coefficients reaches the signal size N. In this case the cosine of high frequency l creates many
non-zero wavelet coefficients x ? yl (u). The cosine amplitude is modulated by another cosine of much
lower frequency n. The phase dependence of such frequencies need to be captured by harmonic coefficients providing the correlation of x ? yl with [x ? yn ]k for k = l /n. However we cannot recover the
phase dependence of the two frequency components because x ? yn = 0. When signals have localized
sharp transitions, large wavelet coefficients propagate across scales as shown in Figure 2. At a location u, if x ? yl 0 (u) and x ? yl (u) are not zero then harmonic correlation coefficients capture the phase
dependencies and can thus reconstruct the signal. This is the case for the two signals in Figure 7(a,b).
Figure 8 shows results similar to Figure 7, for images of N 2 pixels. These images have sparse
wavelet coefficients located near edges. The reconstruction x̃P has a PSNR well above 40dB and hence
a relative precision of 10 2 when P is close to N 2 , for the natural image and the piecewise regular
cartoon image. The error kx x̃P k decays when increasing the number P of correlation terms, with
an exponent c ⇡ 1 in (5.9). Again, this is the same approximation rate as the one obtained by a non-
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linear adaptive approximation in a wavelet orthonormal basis, where the P largest wavelet coefficients
are selected depending upon the image. This decay exponent is the optimal approximation rate for the
class of images having a bounded total variation [Mallat, 2001]. However, the choice of the P harmonic
wavelet correlations does not depend upon the image, as in compressive sensing approximation.
Similarly to the one-dimensional case, images whose wavelet coefficients are not sufficiently sparse
cannot be reconstructed from wavelet phase harmonic correlations. One may construct such images
with two-dimensional high frequency sinusoidal waves as in the one-dimensional example (5.10). Realizations of ergodic stationary processes are other counter examples.
E RGODICITY VERSUS COMPRESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS Realizations of ergodic stationary processes
cannot be recovered from a limited number of wavelet harmonic correlations. This observation relates
the signal recovery problem to approximations of stationary processes [Bruna & Mallat, 2019] and
image texture synthesis [Simoncelli & Freeman, 1995, Ustyuzhaninov et al., 2017].
If x is a realization of an ergodic stationary process X and the domain size N d is sufficiently large then
the
means (5.1) and⇣ correlations (5.3) provide⌘ accurate estimations of expected means
⇣ spatial empirical
⌘
b
b
b
E UX(u,
l , k) and correlations E UX(u,
l , k) UX(u,
l , k)⇤ , computed relatively to the probability
distribution of X. If x and x0 are two realizations of X then kx x0 k is typically large but they have nearly
the same empirical means (5.1) and correlations (5.3). It results that if x is a realization of an ergodic
b is not stable.
b and Cx
process over a large domain size N d then its recovery from Mx
In this unstable ergodic regime, a gradient descent on the loss (5.4) will reconstruct different signals
for different Gaussian white noise initializations. Such reconstructions are realizations of a random
process whose probability measure was obtained by transporting the uniform Gaussian white noise
measure with the gradient descent on the loss. One can prove that it defines a stationary microcanonical
b [Bruna &
b and Cx
process, conditioned by the empirical means and autocorrelation coefficients Mx
Mallat, 2019]. Texture synthesis algorithms from deep convolutional network coefficients follow this
principle [Gatys et al., 2015, Ustyuzhaninov et al., 2017]. The properties of the stationary processes
obtained with wavelet phase harmonic correlations are studied in [Zhang & Mallat, 2019].
This analysis shows that we must distinguish two cases. If x is a signal whose wavelet coefficients
are sufficiently sparse compared to the total size N d then it may be recovered from a relatively small
number of wavelet harmonic correlations. On the contrary, we cannot recover x if we are in an ergodic
b are close approximations of empirical means and correlations of a stationary
b and Cx
regime where Mx
ergodic random process X. In this case, the reconstruction algorithm initialized over Gaussian white
noise defines a stochastic model of X [Zhang & Mallat, 2019].
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